ECT - CURE & PENETRATING SEALER (CPS)
ADVANTAGES OF USING
ECT-CPS AS A CURE & SEAL:














ONE time application
Penetrates deep into the concrete
and seals all pours bellow surface
Virtually eliminates freeze/thaw damage
Greatly diminishes permeability
Restricts vapor transmission
Decreases acid/chemical penetration
Decreases Rebar corrosion
Integrally densifies concrete surface
Improves surface traction quality
Enhances surface abrasion resistance
Improves surface bond quality
Increases dusting resistance
Virtually eliminates efflorescence
CONTACT US:

www.everlastconcretetech.com
info@everlastconcretetech.com

INSTALLATION:
ON NEW CONCRETE AS CURE AND SEAL - Apply ECT-CPS using a
low pressure non-atomizing spray, such as a pump tank sprayer, or
cure slurry pump. Ideally, ECT-CPS as a cure & seal should be applied
as soon as it is practical, following surface finish. However, where
surface is to be walked on, before application, concrete should be allowed time to adequately harden. Minimum coverage rate as a cure is
200 square feet per gallon of product.
ON EXISTING CONCRETE AS A PENETRATING SEALER - The concrete surface should be bare with out any sealers, paint or any obstruction for the ECT - CPS to work as intended. ECT –CPS is applied
using a medium to high-pressure airless sprayer with fan spray nozzle. Apply at a minimum coverage rate of 200 square feet per gallon of
full strength product. All applications should begin at the lowest point
- apply from the bottom up on walls or steep slopes. Overlap spray
patterns 10-15 %.

CAUTION: INHALATION: Certain individuals may be sensitized and experience minor nausea or headaches. Remove individual to fresh air. If symptoms persist, seek medical attention. SKIN AND AGE
CONTACT: Wash or flush with water. If irritation persists, seek medical attention. INGESTION: ECT - CPS has proven to be non-toxic but not recommended for ingestion. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING: Always
wear protective clothing and goggles when using any kind of liquid material. Manufacturer / seller makes no warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, except that this product shall be free from defects.
Buyer remedies for breach of warranty are limited to replacement of the product or refund of purchase price if it is defective at manufacturer’s / seller’s option. Buyer assumes all risk and liability resulting
from the use of and disposal of this product. This warranty may not be altered, modified or expanded by oral statement or any person, agent or dealer before, during or after the sale. This warranty gives you
specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

